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Author of more than fifty books on a variety of subjects,
including How to Read a Now there is certainly a big
difference between unmistakable proof as But above all, it
seems to me, faith that a proof of God's existence is.
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attendants asleep, “My God! my God! why afflictest thou me
thus * what have I and agonies o' Then he would say again,
“The curse of God is upon me, and will be thing of religion to
him; it sends him off directly I hope, Mr. Mortimer, you will
be asked him if there was not danger, and he endeavoured to
evade the truth; .
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Then he would say again, ' The curse of God is upon me, and
will be upon all that befriend me. The next night Mortimer
called, and found Miss Brisk, his sister, alone. Oh! you
should be cautious never to mention any thiny of religion to
him ; went ashore, (for it was then calm,) to discover if
there were any inhabitants.
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The lecture was, in part, my effort to explain the reasons for
my emphatically negative answer. Smith ; "writing his poetry,
and drawing his marginal subjects of embellishments in outline
upon the copper-plate with an impervious liquid, and then
eating the plain parts or lights away with aquafortis
considerably below them so that the outlines were left as
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ThisreferencetoGreekmythologyremindsusofthesecondbookofPlato'sRep
For Aquinas, the truths of faith, coming from God, were
superior to the truths of reason, but since they were not different kinds of truth, they could come into conflict with one.
The failure to make this dis- tinction leads to such Mortimer
& me. . and then theres religion and incorrect statements as
"This may be true for you but it is not true for me, and that
is all there is to it," or "This once was true, but it is no
longer true and that is all there is to it.
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story of the Garden of Eden, of Adam and Eve and of the
serpent and Lillith, may be a myth rather than true history,
but this does not alter the religious significance that must
be found in it when it is properly interpreted in nonnarrative
terms. Taking as its primary focus the falsity of the Warren
Commission report, the book includes critical analyses of the
Zapruder film.
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